
EECS3342 (Z) Winter 2022

Guide to Final Exam

When: 14:00 to 17:00 EST, Saturday, April 16

– This exam is in-person and closed-book.

– The exam will take place in ACE 001 from 14:00 to 17:00 (3 hours) on Saturday, April 16.

– All questions will be answered on the exam question booklet distributed.

1 Missing the Exam?

– On the exam day, please fill out YU Screening before coming to campus:

If you do not pass the YU Screening, please inform the instructor and do not come to campus.

– If you have a legitimate reason to miss the exam (e.g., medical, failing the YU screening), you must:

• Prior to or on the day of the exam (April 16), contact your instructor for approval ; and

• By the end of April 18, submit an exam deferral form to the undergraduate office (ug@eecs.yorku.ca)
and also forward a copy to your section instructor.

– Should your request of exam deferral be submitted on time and approved, please understand that:

• It will be a freshly designed exam, which will be an in-person exam, to ensure fairness.

• It will take time for this deferral exam to be ready, so if you are allowed to take the deferral exam,
it will most likely happen during the summer, meaning that your course grade will be delayed.

2 Rules

Please:

– Wear a mask covering your mouth, nose, and chin completely, during the entire duration of the exam.

– Arrive at the exam room early (e.g., 10 minutes prior to its start time).

– Only keep the following items with you:

• A single-sided data sheet (hand-written, computer-typed, or both) containing information you
wish to be reminded (e.g., ASCII syntax of math operators, inference rules, PO rules, definitions).

Stick to the single-sided policy, or your data sheet may be collected by a TA.

• Stationary (e.g., pencils, eraser, ruler, simple calculator)

• Photo ID (YU Card ∨ Driver’s License ∨ Health Card)

If none of the above-listed IDs is available, you will be denied to take the exam.

• Wallet (if you wish)

– Place all your peronsal belongings (e.g., mobile phone) at the front of the exam room.
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3 Coverage for the Test

This is a cumulative exam, covering all study materials. See:

• https://www.eecs.yorku.ca/˜jackie/teaching/lectures/index.html#EECS3342_W22
• Lab1 and Lab2

4 Format

– Most of the questions will require hand-written answers (e.g., explanations, justifications, proofs).

– There might be some multiple-choice questions.

– You may be asked to write answers in either the ASCII form or the math form (put reminders on your
data sheet if necessary).

5 Study Tips for the Exam

– Go through the lecture and lab materials to review the concepts and examples. Re-watch parts of the
lecture/tutorial/Q&A videos if necessary.

– Review the concepts covered in the written tests.

6 Example Questions

Some example questions will be released to you by the end of Wednesday, April 13.
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